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LED lighting is more than an investment in cabin interior lighting – state-of-the-art
LED technology has the capacity to optimize productivity, contribute to sustainability and
enrich the passenger experience. Suiting individual preferences, LED lighting is available
in a full range of colour and performance nuances. RUAG’s cabin interior specialists provide
reliable professional support, guiding you through the selection process and on to installation.
Blending technology with personal preferences
Your LED lighting choices have a decided influence on all aspects
of your aircraft’s cabin interior and they complete the passenger
experience. You can rely on RUAG to assist you in the decision
making process, offering informed and precise solutions designed
to suit your needs and complement your taste.
Reducing the effects of jetlag
Today’s LED technology is multitasking at its best. Cabins are
brighter, maintenance costs are reduced, lifetime waste is
minimised, and design aesthetics are enhanced. Most importantly, the proper illumination mix contributes to passenger
well-being, both on and off the aircraft. Recent studies have
determined that specially designed, LED aircraft interior lighting
profiles can successfully manage human circadian rhythms and
fight the effects of jetlag.
Optimize your downtimes
Integrating LED lighting solutions into your aircraft interior design
is just one way in which RUAG supports your refurbishment
requirements. Our one-stop shop provides solutions from a single
source, suiting your individual schedule. Our specialists perform
all required services from MRO, to cabin refurbishment, system
upgrades and painting within one single downtime – effecting
faster turnaround times and maximizing your profit options.
Find out more about the advantages of LED aircraft interior lighting technology and how RUAG can
provide support. Contact us today.
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